
OCTOBER 2 ,2013

THE FOSTERS, Episode #1012 (Coach
Spears and Re-release of 5 Roles)
Episodic Exec. Producers: Jennifer Lopez, Bradley
ABC Family Bredeweg, Peter Paige, Greg Gugliotta,
JLE / NUYORICAN PRODS. Joanna Johnson, Elaine Goldsmith-Thomas,
SAG-AFTRA (AFTRA terms) Benny Medina, John Ziffren
Outline Draft: 9/11/13 Writer: Joanna Johnson

Director: Martha Mitchell
Casting Directors: Scott Genkinger /
Deborah George
Casting Associate: Candido Cornejo
Location: LA
Shoots: 10/11 - 10/21

[COACH SPEARS] A high school wrestling coach in his 30s - 40s. RECURRING CO-STAR for
4 - 5 episodes. SUBMIT ALL ETHNICITIES

RE-SUBMIT 18 or EMANCIPATED FOR ALL ROLES BELOW. WE ARE LOOKING FOR
DIVERSITY IN ALL ROLES
EXCEPT "BECKA".

THESE ROLES WILL INHABIT A GIRL'S HOME CALLED "GIRLS UNITED" RUN BY
ROSIE O'DONNELL'S CHARACTER. WE ARE LOOKING FOR AUTHENTICITY

[NICOLE "COLE"] 16, born "Nicole", this extremely butch girl identifies as a male, and feels
trapped and frustrated within her female body. "Cole" has endured extra abuse for being
transgender in the system and has been in and out of foster care, group homes, and juvie
for years. Cole despises the rule that she must be referred to as "she" while in Girls United.

[CARMEN] 16, she has been in Girls United the longest and she's the house foreman. She
has a surprisingly long felony record due to her gang activity which involved running drugs
with her brothers. She wants to join the navy which she sees as her best way out of the
neighborhood.

[GABI] 15, Very blunt, funny and boy crazy, Gabi was arrested for cyber bullying among
other things. Like all the girls in the Home, she suffered neglect and abuse as a child and
has gang affiliations. She doesn't think she needs therapy, but she must learn how to get
love from healthy places and not from just any guy who glances her way.
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[BECKA] 14, Caucasian, this group home resident started doing heroin at 12 with her
grandmother. Becka has a serious drug/heroin addiction and is in the Group Home for
buying/selling drugs, assault and resisting arrest. RECURRING ROLE.

[KIARA] 14, quick-witted, funny and spunky, she acts tough on the outside but is every bit a
14 year old girl on the inside. Although she's in for gang-related activities (drugs, weapons,
robbery), she has an inner sweetness and cares for the girls in the Home.

UNTITLED DISNEY SHORTS ("Stray Day,"
"Trouble at the Philharmonic")
Web Series Casting Director: Danielle Aufiero & Amber
SAG-AFTRA Horn

Start Date: October 14, 2014 - October 24,
2014
Location: Los Angeles

STRAY DAY

Looking for friendly, wholesome faces, all ethnicities. The kind of faces you would
see on Sesame St or a foreign language textbook from the '90s.

[BREE] 35-45, Caucasian, triangle haircut, pear-shaped, tall, blonde, friendly. Looks like
Miss Nelson is Missing (http://g-ecx.images-
amazon.com/images/G/01/dvd/nvg/missnelson._SX300_SY257_.jpg).this good-natured,
dedicated volunteer works at the dog fair in a municipal parking lot. On the whole, she's
happy with the way things go (though she's dismayed because she forgot to put the time on
the flyer, and also because they lost a dog). She brings sundaes to her fellow workers to
celebrate...LEAD

[CHRISTOPHER] 20- 35, African American, friendly, bright eyes, wholesome. think young Bill
Nunn. another dedicated, good natured volunteer at the dog fair, he helps the curly girl with
her new dog...LEAD (1)

[PAUL] 60,Hispanic, Asian, Caucasian, slim or medium build, gray hair, kind face. Think Bob
McGrath or Emilio Delgado from Sesame Street this man is very excited about getting a dog
from the dog fair, and goes to the pet store to buy supplies. Unfortunately, he doesn't know
the time of the fair, and arrives too late. Fortunately, he winds up with the missing dog. He
is a retired police officer. ...LEAD (3)
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JOHN] 45, Jim Henson type this man is first in line at the dog fair, and ends up getting a
dog. He has his own collar for the dog...6 lines, 3 scenes (1)

[MR. COLLINS] 40, this man and his son join the line for the dog fair...2 lines, 1 scene (2)

[CLERK] This clerk at a small dog supply store sells Paul a toy for the dog he's going to
get...2 lines, 1 scene (3)

[WOMAN WITH GRAY HAIR] This woman with gray hair is in line at the dog fair. She thinks
aloud that she hopes she gets a nice one...3 lines, 2 scenes (3)

[BOY WITH BLOND HAIR] This boy with blond hair is waiting in line at the dog fair, hoping
that he gets a dog with yellow hair. He does...3 lines, 3 scenes (4)

[MAN IN RED SHIRT] This man waiting in line for the dog fair thinks to himself that he
wants a dog with little paws...1 line, 1 scene (4)

[CURLY HAIR GIRL] This curly hair girl waiting in line for the dog fair thinks that only a curly
haired dog will understand her. She gets some help from Christopher in naming her dog...4
lines, 3 scenes (4)

[CURLY HAIR DOG (BILLY) V.O.] This dog's thoughts are heard in voice over; he thinks only
a curly haired owner will understand him...1 line, 1 scene (4) VOICE OVER

[ANGEL (VOICE OVER)] This yellow dog at the dog fair is thinking to herself that she hopes
her new owner has yellow hair...1 line, 1 scene VOICE OVER (4)

[REGGIE (VOICE OVER)] This dog waiting to be picked at the dog fair hopes his new owner
has soft hands...1 line, 1 scene (4) VOICE OVER

[CLOVER (VOICE OVER)] This dog waiting to be adopted at the dog fair has his own toy; he
hopes that will help his chances...1 line, 1 scene (4) VOICE OVER

[POUND WORKER] Blonde, lanky, hunched, Male. This not-too-bright worker at the pound
thinks he's found the missing dog Jumper, but in fact the animal in the cage is a cat...2
lines, 1 scene (9)

[DOG CATCHERS] All ethnicities, square-jawed, mismatched sizes, one has a crew cut (think
Bill Paxton in Weird Science) These dog catchers on the lookout for Jumper follow him
across a park, but when they see Jumper go straight to Paul, they assume Paul is his
owner...4 lines, 1 scene (9)
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TROUBLE AT THE PHILHARMONIC

NOTE: Actors must be proficient with their instruments (and ideally own one)

[ALAN] 40s, he's a musician with the Philharmonic. He's very nervous about opening night,
and thinks they're going to do the worst show of the year...4 speeches & 1 line, 1 scene (1)

[DEMETRI] 30s, Russian-American, he's a tuba player who hates his instrument (he thinks it
sounds like farts) and is bitter about being forced to play it because his older brother chose
the French Horn. He's also bitter about women...3 speeches & 2 lines, 1 scene (1)

[VIOLINIST] This female violinist with the Philharmonic plays chess backstage with
Demetri...2 lines, 1 scene (1)

[JULIA] This violinist with the Philharmonic goes through a list of errands and personal
concerns in her head as she tunes up before the concert. She has a lot of anger towards her
in-laws...2 speeches & 1 line, 1 scene (1)

[AUDIENCE MEMBERS] These audience members at a Philharmonic concert take their seats,
flip through their programs and whisper to each other; we hear some of their
thoughts...various lines, 1 scene (1)

[LORI] This flautist with the Philharmonic thinks somewhat cattily about another woman as
she tunes up before the concert. She's the ex-wife of Gordon, the percussionist, and is
involved with another man...1 speech, 1 scene (2)

[GORDON] 40s, the percussionist with the Philharmonic, he thinks about his ex-wife, fellow
musician Lori, as he sets out his instruments before a concert. He's angry and jealous
because she's with another man, and he's worried about how he must appear to their
son...5 speeches & 1 line, 1 scene (2)

[STAGE HAND/STAGE MANAGER] This stage hand/stage manager of the Philharmonic helps
the pregnant Lily into her chair...1 line, 1 scene (3)

[LILY] This very pregnant musician with the Philharmonic is a little worried that she might go
into labor just before or during the concert. She thinks about how her supportive father will
react to the news, especially since her husband is not in town right now...3 speeches & 3
lines, 1 scene (3)

[GEOFFREY] 50s, a cellist with the Philharmonic, Geoffrey is getting situated before the
concert begins, and keeps adjusting his music stand He's thinking about his difficult teenage
daughter who threw a Nintendo controller at him, which really bothers him...2 speeches & 1
line, 1 scene (3)
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[NATHAN] 30s, a nervous flautist with the Philharmonic, Nathan has OCD, and as he's
getting ready before the performance he obsessively notes how many times Geoffrey
touches his music stand, which starts his warm-up ritual all over again...5 speeches & 1 line,
1 scene (4)

[SARAH] 30s, a clarinetist with the Philharmonic, she's got a crush on Demetri, and thinks
about him and his "meaty hands" as she warms up for the concert...4 speeches & 1 line, 1
scene (6)

[KRISTEN] This musician with the Philharmonic isn't impressed when the First Chair Violinist
walks out to wild applause...1 line, 1 scene (12)

[RAYMOND] This clarinetist with the Philharmonic is having an affair with fellow musician
Lori, whose husband Gordon is also in the orchestra...no lines, 1 scene (3)

[CONDUCTOR] 60s, he is the visiting conductor at the Philharmonic...no lines, 1 scene (9)

[LIZZIE] The First Chair Violinist with the Philharmonic, she waves to the audience as she
comes out on stage, and they applaud wildly, to the disgust of her fellow musicians...no
lines, 1 scene (12)
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LOVE ME, BUT I'M SCARED
Student Film
SAG-AFTRA Casting Director: Trent Kendrick

Interview Dates: 10/5 (Saturday) or 10/6
(Sunday)
Shoot/Start Date: 10/10 (Thursday)
Pay Rate: None - Copy of Film within 2
weeks of filming
Location: USC School of Cinematic Arts

SUBMIT BY FRIDAY OCTOBER 4TH.

This project is for a senior level directing class at the USC School of Cinematic Arts. It will be
filmed and copies will be distributed for actors' reels.

Actors MUST be available on 10/10 between 7-10PM.
The scene will be rehearsed prior to this date with the director, and on THURSDAY from 7-
10PM, the scene will be brought onto a stage to be workshopped in front of a directing
class.

This is an excellent opportunity to add to your reel and gain hands-on experience with
renowned USC directing faculty and up-and-coming USC film students nearing graduation.

Shoot date will be sometime that following weekend (10/12 or 10/13).

This is a scene from a famous character drama that deals with two lead actors, a man and a
woman. They have known each other for years but have never explored the possibility of
loving one another. Reeling from divorce, the male character desperately wants to be loved
and move on from his mistake-ridden past, but doesn't know how to allow someone to love
him when he can't fully love himself. The woman has a thousand scars on her hearts (having
also been through a divorce) and now knows what it takes to find an honest love in this
fleeting life. She's come to find a maturity and different outlook on love; something she's
only been able to gain through the years of experience filled with both happiness and
heartbreak. She's an honest woman, with an open heart to connect with real love. She
wants to be seen and accepted for all her flaws and she wants to offer that same gift to
another man. Could it be him?

[MILES] late-30s to mid-50s, open ethnicity; Miles wants desperately to like himself again.
Miles wants to feel like he did before his divorce. He has come to despise who he is and uses
his affinity for wine as his one source of pride, but also as a defense. Miles wants other
people to respect him for who he really is, not the image he projects himself to be. He is
terrified to let Maya behind his wall because he is afraid she will not like what she finds, yet
he knows his heart desperately yearns for his mind to take a back seat. Can he muster the
courage to let her in?
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[MAYA] late-30s to mid-50s, open ethnicity; She is recovering from her own divorce and has
spent much time in trying to work on herself. Her ex-husband deceived her so she has huge
trust issues, but knows in her heart that she has to someday trust someone to ever move
beyond that traumatic relationship. She sees Miles for who he is, and that he is probably
more damaged than she is. Maya’s wants Miles to know he can open up to her. That it’s
okay to be vulnerable. Maya has perspective on life. She's seasoned in the best way.

HAMLET
Theatre Director: TBD
Partners include promoters STARVOX Casting Director: Larissa Mair Casting &
ENTERTAINMENT & film/TV producers Associates
BUFFALO MEDIA GROUP Casting Associate: Sheena Clowater

Rehearsals: To start early October 2014
Official Opening: Wednesday November 5,
2014 TBC
Closing Date: Mid Dec, 2014 - TBC
Rates: $30,000 - $50,000 per week (pending
on name, negotiable), plus a percentage of
the box office. Plus, travel and
accommodation
Venue: Elgin or Wintergarden Theatre in
Toronto. Approximate seating 1500
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PLEASE SUBMIT CANADIAN AND AMERICAN STAR NAMES ONLY TO PLAY THE
ROLE OF HAMLET. Once we have cast the role of Hamlet, the remaining roles will be talent
that live in Toronto. Production might also tour to New York and there is movement for this
to also be a FEATURE FILM.

[HAMLET] Please submit Canadian and American star names only to play the role of Hamlet.

YES, THIS IS FOR THEIR 2014 SEASON AND NOT 2013
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MIXOLOGY, Episode #108, "Jessica & Ron"
Episodic
ABC studios for ABC Exec. Producers: Jon Lucas, Scott Moore,
1/2 hour Nina Wass, Ryan Seacrest, Adam Sher & Ira
SAG-AFTRA (SAG terms) Ungerleider
Draft: Sept. 26, 2013 Director: Eyal Gordin

Writer: Aeysha Carr
Casting Director: Wendy O'Brien
Casting Associate: Gina Gallego
Shoot Dates: 10/7 - 10/11/13
Location: Los Angeles

CAST:
TOM: BLAKE LEE
MAYA: GINGER GONZAGA
BRUCE: ANDREW SANTINO
CAL: CRAIG FRANK
LIV: KATE SIMSES
KACEY: VANESSA LENGIES
DOMINIC: ADAN CANTO
RON: ADAM CAMPBELL
JESSICA: ALEXIS CARRA
FAB: FRANKIE SHAW

Please submit all ethnicities for all roles.

[ALEX] 20s, female. Smoking hot, has a thing for redheads. She sees Bruce -- the only
redhead in the bar, and is immediately head over heels for him. Bruce is stoked & can't
believe his luck, UNTIL, an attractive redhead enters the bar and she promptly ditches Bruce
for the stronger Ginger option...GUEST STAR

[LANGDON] In his 30s, handsome, filthy rich and super-hot, in an expensive suit, he is a
self-confident charmer who simply assumes that Maya is an escort for hire. His offer to fly
her to Paris for some wining, dining and dancing has Maya considering the upside of selling
her soul...GUEST STAR (3)

STORY LINE: MIXOLOGY is a single-camera comedy that follows five guys and five girls
trying to find love at a trendy Manhattan bar across the course of one night. Each episode
will focus on two of our main characters meeting for the first time and either hitting it off --
or not so much...
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CSI: Crime Scene Investigation, #1409,
"Check In and Check Out" (Re-release of
Randall) Executive Producers: Jerry Bruckheimer,
Episodic Jonathan Littman, Carol Mendelsohn, Don
Prod. Comp.: CBSP / Alliance Atlantis / In McGill, William Petersen, Anthony E. Zuiker,
Assoc. With Bruckheimer Films Ann Donahue, Cindy Chvatal, Louis Milito
Network: CBS Director: Louis Milito
1 Hour Series Writer: Andrew Dettmann
SAG-AFTRA (SAG terms) Casting Company: Ulrich/Dawson/Kritzer
Draft: September 24, 2013 Casting Director: Carol Kritzer

Casting Associate: Rory Schleifstein
Location: Los Angeles
Shoot Dates: o/a 10/4-10/16

.

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS!!

SUBMIT ASAP AS THE SESSION IS
WEDNESDAY, 10/2 IN THE AFTERNOON

The persons and events depicted in this casting breakdown are fictitious. Any similarity to
actual persons or events is unintentional.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Please check the availability of all actors against the dates
listed on the Breakdown before submitting.

NO PHONE CALLS

[RANDALL] 30s, a former male exotic dancer, Randall is smug, cocky, arrogant with and
edge and a GREAT body. Randall once headlined at a popular strip club, he's also questioned
about the recent murders. Recently arrested for sexual battery, he insists that his female
client actually went berserk and attacked him...GUEST STAR. PLEASE SUBMIT ALL
ETHNICITIES

STORY LINE: A series of grisly but apparently unrelated murders, which all take place in the
same seedy motel room, have the team wondering if the room really is a demonic an deadly
site that "possesses" its inhabitants...
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HAWAII FIVE-0, Episode #410, "Ho'onani
Makuakane"
Episodic Executive Producers: Peter M. Lenkov, Alex
Studio: CBSP Kurtzman, Roberto Orci
Network: CBS Producer: Jeffrey Downer
1 HOUR DRAMA Director: Larry Teng
AFTRA Writers: Peter M. Lenkov & Ken Solarz

Casting Director: Jennifer Cooper
Casting Associate: Lindsay Jameyson
Location: Honolulu, Hawaii
Dates: 10/15 - 10/24 (MUST BE
AVAILABLE FOR ALL DATES AND
ALLOW TRAVEL ON EITHER SIDE OF
THESE DATES)
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NO PHONE CALLS!

DISCLAIMER: The persons and events depicted in this casting breakdown are fictitious. Any
similarity to actual persons or events is unintentional.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Please check the availability of all actors against the shoot
dates listed on the Breakdown before submitting.

[JAMES] Late 30s - Early 40s, Seen in flashback to 1941, Japanese-American, intelligent, a
good husband and father, James is a history teacher on O'Ahu...CO-STAR.

[MARTHA] Late 30s - Early 40s, Seen in flashback to 1941, Japanese-American, she's James'
wife and the loving mother of their two boys...CO-STAR
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YOUNG & HUNGRY (Role of Tessa)
Pilot
ABC FAMILY/CBS STUDIOS Exec. Producers: David Holden, Eric
1/2 hour multi camera Tannenbaum, Kim Tannenbaum, Ashley
SAG-AFTRA Tisdale, Jessica Rhoades
Draft: 8/22/2013 Director: Andy Cadiff
SAG-AFTRA Writer: David Holden

Casting Director: Payne/Ystrom Casting
Casting Associate: Angela Scaletta
Start Date: November 4-8
Location: Los Angeles

PAYNE/YSTROM CASTING

PLEASE SUBMIT ALL ETHNICITIES UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

GABI DIAMOND: Emily Osment
NICK KAMINSKI: Jonathan Sadowski
ELLIOT: Rex Lee

[TESSA] Female. Early to Mid 20s. GABI’S best friend and go-to girl whenever she has
something on her mind. The Ethel to GABI’s Lucy. Cute and fun. A go -getter. Filled with
ambition, dreams and student loans, she’s an intern at a Merrill Lynch type investment firm
hoping to possibly work there one day. To make ends meet, she is a representative for a
fashion line and hosts trunk shows at her apartment and friend’s home and is even known to
sell a scarf and matching purse in a stall on a bathroom break at work. Tessa is dying for
Gabi to get the chef job working for Nick, not just for Gabi’s sake, but if she could meet and
bring in a rich client, she would get major brownie points which would get her a promotion.
In Tessa’s mind, Gabi could be the next Martha Stewart and Tessa could be her CFO.
SERIES REGULAR. PLEASE SUBMIT ALL ETHNICITIES BUT CAUCASIAN.

STORY LINE: Ambitious, adorable young chef GABI DIAMOND is thrilled when she gets a
shot at her dream job, being the private chef of self-made San Francisco millionaire NICK
KAMINSKI. At Nick's request, Gabi makes a brilliant meal suitable for Nick's proposal to his
girlfriend of three months, Caroline. However, when Caroline breaks up with him right before
the meal, Gabi does her best to make the devastated Nick feel better by plying him with
great wine and her fabulous meal. Unfortunately, things get a bit out of hand and Gabi and
Nick wind up sleeping together--which makes it awkward when Caroline comes back to Nick,
who insists on hiring Gabi as his new chef...
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PARKS AND RECREATION, Episode 609 (Re-
release of Frank Ferdinanz)
Episodic Executive Producers: Greg Daniels, Mike
SAG-AFTRA Schur, Howard Klein, David Miner

Casting Director: Dorian Frankel
Casting Associate: Marlise Gunzenhauser
Shoot Dates: 10/7-10/11
Location: Los Angeles

NO PHONE CALLS, PLEASE.

We are committed to diverse, inclusive casting. For every role, please submit
qualified performers, without regard to disability, race, age, color, national origin,
ethnic origin or any other basis prohibited by law unless otherwise specifically
indicated.

[FRANK FERDINANZ] Male, 50s-60s; a solemn, intense, super-serious accountant. Good co-
star or possible one-day guest star.

FEARLESS
Student Film
SAG-AFTRA PRODUCER: Dawn DeVoe
AN AFI THESIS FILM DIRECTOR: Risto Tuominen

CASTING DIRECTOR: Ramani Leah
LOCATION: Los Angeles
OUTSIDE DATES: 12/10/13 – 12/17/13
RATE: SAG DEFERRED

NOTE: ACTORS MUST BE AVAIL FOR THE FULL RUN OF SHOOT DATES.

[GRACE] FEMALE. Caucasian, early-mid 30s, natural beauty, athletic, a long distance
swimmer, lives life to the fullest, complex, intuitive, has a zest for life, a go-getter. A woman
who once you've met, you'll never forget. LEAD. COMPETITIVE SWIMMING EXPERIENCE A
PLUS.

[VAUGHN] MALE. Caucasian, mid-late 30s, kind, grounded, educated, compassionate,
charming and intelligent, writer/journalist. He is a long distance runner so must look
physically capable. LEAD. MOTORCYCLE EXPERIENCE A PLUS. MILITARY EXPERTISE AND
WEAPON SKILLS PLUS.
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[JERICHO] MALE. Caucasian, mid-late 30s, athletic, a special forces soldier, very handsome
in a rugged way, dignified with quiet strength, a natural leader, very aware of his
surroundings, always seems to know what’s going on. LEAD. GOOD SWIMMERS A PLUS.

[CATHERINE] FEMALE. Caucasian. 60s. A maternal schoolteacher, very educated. Her only
son tragically dies in while serving. SUPPORTING

[NURSE] 40s-50s. Hispanic or Caucasian. Short hair, warm and endearing, cares about the
physical and mental welfare of her patients. Speaks perfect English even though it’s not her
first language. SUPPORTING

LOGLINE: Grace Collins finds her life at a crossroads when Jericho Rhodes, her ex-fiancé,
wills her his cryo-preserved sperm following his death while fighting in Afghanistan. Recently
engaged to adventure writer Vaughn Clover, Grace finds herself torn between a bright future
and forgotten passions. Confronted with the dilemma of a lifetime, Grace must decide what
she values most.

JESSIE, Episode #309, "Krumping and
Crushing"
Episodic Exec. Producers: Pamela Eells O'Connell,
SAG-AFTRA (terms TBA) Adam Lapidus
Draft: 9/26/13 Director: Bob Koherr

Writers: Valerie Ahern & Christian
McLaughlin
Casting Director: Sheryl Levine
Casting Assistant: Sarah Grace Johnson
Location: Los Angeles
Shoots: 10/7 - 10/11

[PHIL MCNICHOL] 30 - 40s, this comically egomaniacal dance instructor is an "innovative
dance artiste" who demonstrates moves for the class -- but collapses more often than not
from his bum knee. Phil pegs Luke as a rising star and is anxious to have him compete on a
national dance show. A manipulative guy, he also enlists the untalented Jesse and Bertram
as contestants -- but when he pulls them from the program at the last minute, Luke is
outraged on behalf of his friends and may decide not to compete after all...GUEST STAR (9)

STORY LINE: Jessie, fresh out of small-town Texas, moves to New York City, determined to
be a brilliant success... as soon as she figures out what she wants to do. On her first day in
NYC, her wallet gets stolen, and she gets hired to be the nanny for a high-powered couple.
Their multi-cultural brood of kids have sent a solid stream of nannies running for their lives.
Will Jessie tame the kids -- or will her obstreperous new charges wind up driving her to
distraction?
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TYRANT (Role of Mrs. Shapiro)
Pilot
Fox 21 for FX Exec. Producers: Howard Gordon, Craig
SAG-AFTRA (AFTRA terms) Wright, Gideon Raff
Draft: 6/26/13 Director: David Yates

Writer: Gideon Raff
Casting Directors: Junie Lowry Johnson &
Libby Goldstein
Casting Associate: Monica B. Kelly
Shooting in LA October 13

[MRS. SHAPIRO,] Late 60s., neurotic. The grandmother of Danny Shapiro, a patient of
Barry's. Mrs. Shapiro calls Barry very early in the morning to examine her son for strep. CO-
STAR

STORY LINE: Now an optometrist in Orlando, Florida, BARRY (born BASSAM) AL-FAHD is the
son of tyrannical Middle Eastern President KHALED AL-FAHD, but fled his home country and
royal life in disgust at the oppression and cruelty of his father's regime. Now reluctantly back
on a visit with his family--wife MOLLY, son SAMMY, daughter EMMA--for a family wedding,
Barry continues to be horrified at his family's behavior and the volatile political situation it
triggers...
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THE 100, Episode #106 (Role of Aurora)
Episodic
Network: CW Executive Producers: Jason Rothenberg,
Studio: Bonanza Productions Leslie Morgenstein, Sarah Fain, Elizabeth
AFTRA Craft

Director: Wayne Rose
Writers: Tracy Bellomo & Dorothy
Fortenberry
Casting Directors: Barbara Fiorentino &
Danielle Aufiero
Casting Associate: Brittani Smith
Shoot Dates: 10/9 - 10/21
Location: Vancouver, Canada

[AURORA BLAKE] In her 30s, pretty, tough, and loving, she is the mother of Bellamy (Bob
Morley) and Octavia (Marie Avgeropolous), seen in flashback. Aboard the Ark, families are
only allowed one child, and Aurora knows that Octavia's very existence could get them all
floated. As the years pass, Aurora does whatever it takes -- no matter how unsavory -- to
keep her daughter safe...GUEST STAR (1) Photos for reference: Bob Morley and Marie
Avgeropolous

STORY LINE: After the earth is destroyed by mankind's pollution and global wars, the
remaining humans headed for space stations, where they've lived in a heavily rationed,
highly disciplined society for almost one hundred years. With the end of their resources in
sight, the authorities decide it's time to send an advance party to Earth to see if it's still
habitable, and they choose to send the most expendable (but possibly the most hopeful) of
them all: a group of under 18 year old juvenile delinquents...

Bonanza Productions and the CW are equal opportunity employers.
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UNTITLED DANCE COMPETITION TV SHOW
(Additional role)
Reality TV Production Co: E. Chan Entertainment
NON-UNION (Non SAG-AFTRA) Casting Director: Wayne Chang
Pay Rate: $500 per day, plus 10% (if Interview Dates: Week of Oct 6, 2013
submitted by agent) Rehearsal: October 17, 2013

Shoot/Start Date: October 18, 2013
Location: Las Vegas, Nevada

Chinese Dance Competition Reality TV Show in development, only airs in China. Talent must
be available for both rehearsal Oct 17 and taping Oct 18. Non-SAG/AFTRA. Preferably local
Las Vegas talent. But open to LA submissions.

Untitled Dance Competition - Dancers from all over the world compete against each other in
dance routines of same category, or randomly drawn. (Similar to So You Think You Can
Dance, but with different grouping and judging format.)

Seeking:

[RING GIRL] Caucasian, African, and/or Hispanic Female, age between 21-28. Models should
be 5'9 or taller Body Type should be lean/slender, or fit/toned. As most of the contestants
are dancers, the models' body should be equally as defined if not better. Talent will be
holding "Round 1" and "Round 2" sign in between each performance. Models that are
interested in dance (or have dance background) would be a plus, so they will not get bored
out of their minds waiting in between matches. Prefer talent local in Las Vegas or
willing to commute. Must be able to self-report to Vegas for rehearsal and live
taping. Talent Compensation $500 per day, plus 10% (if submitted by agent).

No nudity. But talent may be asked to wear Bikini-like costume (like the ring girls
at a Boxing or Wrestling match).
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H.R. (Re-Release of Moss Lieber)
Pilot
Network: LIFETIME Executive Producers: Aaron Kaplan, Glenn
SAG-AFTRA Porter
Draft: 2/26/13 Director: Darren Star

Writer: Glenn Porter
Casting Directors: Rebecca Mangieri &
Wendy
Weidman
Casting Associate: Emily M Schoener
Location: Atlanta, GA
Start Date: October 12

ELLEN: CAST (ALICIA SILVERSTONE)
MARKUS: CAST (GREG GERMANN)
PIERS MOORE: CAST (WILL KEMP)
JUDITH JASPERS: CAST (KELLEE STEWART)
FARSHID: CAST (MAULIK PANCHOLY)

Please note revised role, below:

[MOSS LIEBER] Male, mid 30s-mid 40s; Moss is Ellen's smarmy boss. He's a guy who plays
all the angles. He's got pictures of his wife and daughters on his office walls, even while
having a torrid affair with a voluptuous employee. Grasping, officious, arrogant and lazy, he
demands that H.R. exec, Ellen, fire fourteen employees, despite booming business. He
promises her a big fat raise if she makes the cuts by Friday... RECURRING GUEST STAR

STORY LINE: A strange injury to the brain has Human Resources exec, ELLEN BELL,
thinking about life and the job in a whole way...
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NIGHTFALLS (Jack/Ashley/Henry)
Feature Film
NON-UNION Executive Producer: Duliline Chick Reed

Prodcuers: Al Bravo and Dino Dos Santos
Director: Minh Collins
Writer: Emile Harris
Casting Director: Al Bravo
Interview Dates: September 23rd to 25th
Callback Dates: 26th
Shoot/Start Date: Sometime in November
Pay Rate: negotiable
Location: New Orleans, LA

THERE IS NUDITY IN THIS PROJECT

*Sides available on ShowFax.

[JACK] (late 40s):Ace detective of the NOPD. Believes in old school tactics as well as certain
conveniences of modern technology. Partner and mentor of Ashley. They have a strong,
competitive sibling relationship. NAME ONLY

[ASHLEY] :(20s):Attractive, tough, ambitious, sisterly. She’s a newly minted detective and
Jack’s partner. She’s modern generation to a fault. NAME ONLY

[HENRY] (60s):Wealthy businessman and patriarch of the Hamilton household. He has given
up running his vast empire to make up for lost time with his son Thomas. He’s authoritative,
proper but will do anything to protect his family. NAME ONLY
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AGE 18-24 "SUICIDE GIRL" BLACK HAIRED
FEMALE MODEL
Cable Casting Director: Alessandra Maman
SAG-AFTRA Shoot/Start Date: wed Oct 2nd

Pay Rate: 677
Location: Culver City

[SUICIDE GIRL] We are looking for a ''suicide girl look-alike.'' A female model age 18- 24
with Black hair and tattoos. Should be comfortable with implied nudity, as we are parodying
a sexually explicit pictorial. Should be available all Wed Oct 2nd. We shoot in Culver City.

DARK HAIRED MODEL
Cable
SAG-AFTRA Casting Director: Alessandra Maman

Shoot/Start Date: Wed. Oct 2nd
Pay Rate: $319
Location: Culver City

[DARK HAIRED MODEL] We need a dark haired female model (Caucasian) Age 18-24. We
need them comfortable on set in nudes with implied nudity, although no actual nudity will
occur. We are doing a parody of a nude pictorial. Must be available all day on Wednesday,
October 2nd. Tattoos are okay.
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SUPERNATURAL, Episode #909, "Holy
Terror"
Episodic Executive Producers: Robert Singer, Jeremy
Studio: WARNER BROS. Carver, Phil Sgriccia, Adam Glass
Network: CW Creator: Eric Kripke
Draft: 9/27/13 Director: Thomas J. Wright

Writers: Eugenie Ross-Leming & Brad
Buckner
Casting Directors: Robert J. Ulrich, Alex
Newman
Outside Shoot dates: 10/11-10/23
Location: Vancouver

NO PHONE CALLS, PLEASE

[MALACHI] Male, late 20s-30s. A wiry, rat-faced street fighter of an angel, he's amassing a
group of followers (and killing those who refuse to join him) in order to start a war. Please
submit all ethnicities. GUEST STAR, RECURRING ROLE
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DEATH PACT (Role of Jeff)
Pilot
SAG-AFTRA Exec. Producer: Eric Tannenbaum, Rob
Draft: Sept. 3, 2013 Long, Kim Tannenbaum

Co-EP: Tad Safran
Director: Randall Einhorn
Writers: Tad Safran and Rob Long
Casting Director: Julie Ashton
Casting Associate: Michelle Seamon
Start Date: Approx. Oct. 21, 2013
Location: New York

DYLAN: CAST - TRACY MORGAN

SEEKING:

[JEFF] 35 and obese, with a fondness for way too much junk food, Jeff is the manager of a
multiplex movie theatre. He's a decent, sweet guy who spends a great deal of his time
tending to the needs of his very sick and incapacitated grandmother who can do nothing for
herself. A selfless, good-hearted man, Jeff gets just the jolt he needs in his effort to lose
weight when Dylan shows up. While the tactics may be suspect, Jeff is impressed by their
effectiveness...SERIES REGULAR (4)

STORY LINE: Former high school drug dealer, recently out of the Army, Dylan, has a bold
approach to life. It's all about going after what you want -- grabbing life by the b--ls and not
letting go until you get what you deserve. And now it seems he's found three very willing
students, namely, TED, GOMEZ and JEFF...
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BEST FRIENDS FOREVER (Re-release of
Peter Cowan)
Feature Film Director: Doug Campbell
SAG-AFTRA Modified Low Budget Producers: Ken Sanders, Robert Ballo
Draft: Aug. 26, 2013 Writer: Barbara Kymlicka

Casting Director: Jeff Hardwick
Interview Dates: Early to mid September
Shoot/Start Date: o/a October 12th - 3
weeks
Location: LA

[PETER COWAN] 45-55, Caucasian, Anna's husband, he's an assistant football coach, hard-
working and concerned husband and father who recently briefly split from his wife because
of an on-line affair he was having. Peter was worn out by Anna's do-gooder chores, and felt
as if he were at the bottom of her "to-do" list. Now, however, he's back, and committed to
healing his ailing marriage. Warmly supportive of Sara, his only child, he thinks that her
sudden disappearance simply means that she has run away again, as she did at the time of
her parents' separation. But Peter may have a horrifying revelation in store about his
beloved daughter...LEAD (RECOGNIZABLE NAMES ONLY, TV NAMES OK - SLIGHT
OVERSCALE) (WORKS APPROX 7 DAYS). PLEASE MAKE SURE THEY ARE AVAILABLE MID TO
END OF OCTOBER BEFORE SUBMITTING.

STORY LINE: Best friends SARA COWAN and JADE THOMPSON are split apart by the
sociopathic machinations of RACHEL TRALMAN, the new girl in school. But Rachel's jealous
obsession doesn't stop with poisoning Jade's mind against Sara. She wants Sara removed
from the picture, permanently, and after the fact, she intends to let Jade take the rap for her
bloody crime...When Sara's suddenly disappears, devastated Anna ultimately learns just
what a dark and malignant individual Rachel really is, and how she subjected her only child
to a senseless and brutal fate. But when Jade is the only one charged with Sara's murder,
Anna makes it her personal mission to make sure that Rachel pays for what she has done...
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THE NEIGHBORS, Episode #209,
"Thanksgiving is No Schmuck Bait"
Episodic Producer/Writer: Dan Fogelman
Studio: ABC Studios Producer/Director: Chris Koch
Network: ABC Producer: Aaron Kaplan
SAG-AFTRA (AFTRA terms) Director:Josh Greenbaum

Writers: Kristin Newman & Scott Weinger
Casting Director: Susan Vash
Casting Associate: Melissa Ventura
Location: Los Angeles
Shoots: 10/7-10/11

[RICKEY HENDERSON] Male, ALL ETHNICITIES, 30-45. This alien is one of the quirky
characters in the neighborhood. Please submit odd, crazy and fun types. CO STAR

STORY LINE: In order to give his kids a better life than he had, MARTY WEAVER moves his
family (wife DEBBIE, teenage daughter AMBER, and grade-schoolers MAX and ABBY) to an
exclusive, lush, curiously affordable gated community in New Jersey. The neighborhood
would be absolutely perfect except for one thing: everyone else living there is an alien from
Planet Zabvron...
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SURVIVING JACK, "TBD" Episode 106 (Role
of Loser)
Episodic Exec. Producers: Bill Lawrence, Justin
Series Halpern, Patrick Schumacker, Bill Callahan &
Single Camera 1/2 hour Jeff Ingold
WBTV/FOX Producer: Randall Winston
SAG-AFTRA (SAG Contract) Writers: Jim Brandon & Brian Singleton

Director: Roger Kumble
Casting Directors: Debby Romano & Brett
Benner
Casting Associate: Emily Towler
Casting Assistant: Julie Knapp
Start Date: o/a 10/2/13 - 10/8/13
Location: Los Angeles

JACK - CHRISTOPHER MELONI
FRANKIE - CONNOR BUCKLEY
JOANNE - RACHAEL HARRIS
RACHEL - CLAUDIA LEE
MIKEY - TYLER FODEN
GEORGE - KEVIN HERNANDEZ

[LOSER] 40s, charactery, super scummy (think Steve Buscemi in "Trees Lounge"). This guy
in a strip club overhears JACK tell FRANKIE he hopes FRANKIE doesn't end up like one of
these "pathetic human beings." The loser is who is referenced. 1 LINE, CO-STAR, SCALE +
10%. PLEASE SUBMIT ALL ETHNICITIES.

STORY LINE: JACK DUNLEVY has cut back on his hours as a doctor, allowing his wife to go
to law school, while he takes on the bulk of the parenting duties -- with mixed results...
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LOS ANGELES
New Media Contract (SAG or AFTRA
Jurisdiction) Writer: Sam Bianchini
1 hour pilot Director: Matt Dunnerstick
SAG-AFTRA Producer: Ashley Rideaux
Prod. Comp.: The Commune Presents Casting Director: Jane Bacon

Interview Dates: Sat & Sun Oct 19 & 20
Shoot/Start Date: Nov. 18th-24th
Pay Rate: $100/day rate for certain roles
Location: Los Angeles area

[STEPHEN] (Male) 20s, any ethnicity, attractive, a little naive, a ''gentleman''. 1 scene.
$75/day plus food/credit/copy

[JAIME] (Male) 20s, any ethnicity, attractive, clean-cut, a little out of his element with Elle,
must have strong comedic timing and physical comedy skills, and be comfortable with
romantic scenes. 2 scenes $100/day rate plus food/credit/copy

[HUNTER] (Male) 20s-early 30s, any ethnicity, tall, very attractive, charming, mysterious,
the ex-boyfriend. RECURRING ROLE, NAMES PREFERRED, $50 for pilot (basically just a
cameo), $100/day for future episodes plus food/credit/copy

[RAINA] (Female) 20s-early 30s, any ethnicity, beautiful, cool, stylish, personable, must be
comfortable with homosexual scenarios (nothing explicit). RECURRING ROLE, $100/day plus
food/credit/copy.

[HEATHER] (Female) 20s, any ethnicity, annoyingly gorgeous, well put-together, stylish,
charming. RECURRING ROLE, $25 for pilot (cameo), $100/day for future episodes plus
food/credit/copy

[STUDIO EXEC] (Male) 30s, any ethnicity, expensive suit, smooth talker, used to getting
what he wants, quick temper. 2 scenes $100/day plus food/credit/copy

[CASTING DIRECTOR] either gender), 40-60, any ethnicity, bored, busy, disingenuous. 1
scene NAMES PREFERRED, $100/day plus food/credit/copy

[INNOUT CASHIER] (either gender), early 20s, any ethnicity, bubbly, professional. 2 lines,
Gas Stipend plus food/credit/copy
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[TRADING STORE CLERK] (either gender), 20s, any ethnicity, pretentious, fashion snob. 1
short scene, $25 plus food/credit/copy

[PHARMACIST] (either gender) 30s, any ethnicity, judgmental, must be expressive without
words. 1 line, Gas stipend plus food/credit/copy

[2 VALLEY GIRLS] 20s, any ethnicity, obnoxious, they ''juice''. 2 lines each, gas stipend plus
food/credit/copy

[INTERN] (either gender) 20s, any ethnicity, 1 line, food/credit/copy

[2 DRUNK TRANSVESTITES] (Male) 20s-30s, any ethnicity, featured in 1 scene,
food/credit/copy

STORY LINE: 4 Women in their 20s struggle to find love & understand themselves in Los
Angeles...

TRUNK (Now SAG-AFTRA)
Short Film
SAG-AFTRA Pending Directed by Matthew Szewczyk
A Chapman University MFA graduate film. Casting Director: Catalina Alessi-McFadin

Interview Dates: October4-5
Callback Dates:
Shoot/Start Date: Oct31-Nov3
Pay Rate: student deferred
Location: Orange County

[AVY] male - looking mid to late 20s. A scruffy young professional on the borderline between
bohemian and office rat. Good natured, but a bit emotionally unsophisticated.

[CORRINE] female - looking mid to late 20s. Strong willed, and buoyant, though a bit
aimless. She did Coachella in her early 20s, but would now feel more at home at an agency
party in Manhattan beach.

Genre: Psychological Thriller
Log line: A young woman is haunted by crippling nightmares as she struggles to reconnect
with her estranged lover and overcome the loss of their child.
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PRINCESS CRUISES ENVIRONMENTAL
SERIES (BDS)
Industrial Casting Director: Justin Lebonowski
IN - HOUSE Shoot/Start Date: Nov-Dec 2013
NON-UNION Pay Rate: $500 per day (4-5 day shoot)

Location: Onboard Princess cruise ship

[FEMALE OFFICER] Woman, late 20s to late 30s, Eastern European, must have authentic
accent from region; talent will be speaking to camera as well as interacting w/crew
members illustrating the do's and don't's of environmental responsibility onboard...

THE AFTER (3 Roles)
Pilot
SAG-AFTRA (SAG terms) Producers: Chris Carter / Gabe Rotter /
Draft: 8/26/13 Cyrus Yavneh / Marc Rosen

Director: Chris Carter
Writer: Chris Carter
Casting Director: Laray Mayfield / Julie
Schubert
Casting Assistant: Stacey Rand
Location: Los Angeles
Shoot dates: October 1 - November 15,
2013

[GRACIELA] Late 50s, Latina, female, she is Francis's housekeeper...2 lines, 1 scene (47)

[DARK SHADOW] Male, Caucasian, 25-45. Piercing eyes, tall and lean (5'10-6'3), angular
facial features. Must be willing to shave his head

[RICHARD] Male, Caucasian, 40-45 yrs old, handsome, sophisticated, successful, warm.
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P.S. FROM AéROPOSTALE: TALENTED 10-11
YEAR OLDS
Internet Project Casting Director: Nina Day
NON-UNION Interview Dates: TBD
Run Usage - Commercials: Print and online Shoot/Start Date: 10/18 - 10/22 (Exact
video (non union). 6 months All Web, Dates TBD)
Digital, Non-Broadcast Location: Los Angeles, CA
Pay Rate: $1,000 / Day, up to 2 days, plus
fitting

PLEASE INCLUDE UPDATED SNAPSHOT. IN
NOTES INCLUDE WHAT YOUR
ACCOMPLISHMENT AND SKILLS ARE. WE
ARE LOOKING FOR EXTRAORDINARY KIDS
WHO HAVE ACCOMPLISHED SOMETHING
REALLY SPECIAL FOR THEIR AGE.

FULL USAGE DETAILS:
Print and online video (non union). 6 months All Web, Digital, Non-Broadcast video, and
Times Square Jumbo-Tron 6 Months Print and In-Store US, UAE, Bahrain. Usage starts
January 15th

[GIRLS] Age 10-11 / Fit Size 10-12 with Distinguished Accomplishment / African American,
Asian, Ethnically Ambiguous, Hispanic, Native American
Singers and Dancers with extensive performing experience, Gymnasts, Writers. NON-UNION
MUST FIT SIZE 10-12

[BOYS] Age 10-11 / Fit Size 10-12 with Distinguished Accomplishment / All
EthnicitiesAthletes, Writers, Filmmakers, Performers. NON-UNION
MUST FIT SIZE 10-12
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CSI: Crime Scene Investigation, #1409,
"Check In and Check Out" (Revised Role of
Rudy) Executive Producers: Jerry Bruckheimer,
Episodic Jonathan Littman, Carol Mendelsohn, Don
Prod. Comp.: CBSP / Alliance Atlantis / In McGill, William Petersen, Anthony E. Zuiker,
Assoc. With Bruckheimer Films Ann Donahue, Cindy Chvatal, Louis Milito
Network: CBS Director: Louis Milito
1 Hour Series Writer: Andrew Dettmann
SAG-AFTRA (SAG terms) Casting Company: Ulrich/Dawson/Kritzer
Draft: September 24, 2013 Casting Director: Carol Kritzer

Casting Associate: Rory Schleifstein
Location: Los Angeles
Shoot Dates: o/a 10/4-10/16

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS!!

The persons and events depicted in this casting breakdown are fictitious. Any similarity to
actual persons or events is unintentional.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Please check the availability of all actors against the dates
listed on the Breakdown before submitting.

NO PHONE CALLS

[RUDY] 30s - 50s, pathetic homeless man suffers from a laundry list of mental ailments,
beginning with schizophrenia and going on from there. A suspect in a couple of recent
murders, he claims that the murder victims were "angels" who took him in from the street
and helped him out, and he weeps when he learns he may have been the one who killed
them in a psychotic frenzy...GUEST STAR.

STORY LINE: A series of grisly but apparently unrelated murders, which all take place in the
same seedy motel room, have the team wondering if the room really is a demonic an deadly
site that "possesses" its inhabitants...
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FAKE
Student Film
SAG-AFTRA Abdulaziz Mohammad - Director
This is A Graduate student film for The Crissy Kikkawa - Producer
University of Southern California USC Casting Director: Abdulaziz Mohammad

Interview Dates: Oct. 5, 2013 & Oct. 6, 2013

Callback Dates:
Shoot/Start Date: Oct. 25-26 or November.
1-2
Pay Rate: DVD COPY - Parking - Food
Location: USC

[GLENN FONTAINE] A Caucasian man in his 30s, well built. he is a struggling photographer
who is passionate to create art. But, is conflicted when it comes to the limits of morality and
codes of ethics that Artists break to create their work.

[CYNTHIA FORD] a woman in her 30s- any race; she is a gallery proprietor. A strung minded
women with an eye for up and coming artists. She would express her opinions at any price.
She wants to excel in her business and discover the next big thing.

[MR. THIERRY] A man in his 40s or 50s from a European descents – has a strong European
accent; he is a big fan of Fontaine. His admiration with Fontaine’s work comes from his
obsession with death and aesthetics. He wants Glenn to photograph him the moment he
dies so this “moment of beauty” becomes everlasting.

Synopses:

Glenn Fontaine is a struggling photographer who specializes in photographing models posing
to be dead. He is preparing for a new series for his new exhibition with a gallery proprietor,
Cynthia Ford. One Evening a stranger, Mr. Thierry, a European Middle Aged man, comes to
his apartment with a shocking proposition. He wants Glenn to photograph him when he dies
in the next few days, offering him to pose his body anyway he wishes. In doing that, he
believes that Glenn will capture the “beauty of real death”. Glenn’s moral code is conflicted
by such unnatural request.
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RAISING HOPE, Episode 409 "Hey There,
Delilah" (Role of Twins)
Episodic Executive Producer: Mike Mariano
Half Hour Single Camera Comedy Director: Jeffrey Walker
AFTRA Writer: Tim Stack
Studio: 20th Century Fox Casting Director: Dava Waite Peaslee
Network: FBC Casting Associate: Melissa Messer

Shoot Dates: 10/7-10-11
Location: Los Angeles
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NO PHONE CALLS!

[TWINS] 20-30. These identical twins interview with Jimmy (Lucas Neff) and Sabrina
(Shannon Woodward) to babysit little Hope. Co-Star.

THE CRAZY ONES, Episode 108 “16 Inch
Softball” (Role of Janitor)
Episodic Executive Producers: David E. Kelley / Tracy
1/2 hour Poust/ Jon Kinnally/ Jason Winer/ Dean
20th Century Fox for CBS Lorey / Bill D’Elia/ John R. Montgomery /
SAG-AFTRA (AFTRA terms) Mark Teitelbaum

Director: Alex Hardcastle
Casting Directors: Nikki Valko / Ken Miller
Casting Associate: Tara Treacy
Start Date: o/a 10/7/13
Location: Los Angeles

[JANITOR] Male, 40s-60s. A long time employee of the ad agency.....NON-SPEAKING CO-
STAR (Please submit all ethnicities)
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THE BOY NEXT DOOR (2nd Rerelease of
Noah and Kevin - TIME SENSITIVE)
Feature Film Producers: Blumhouse
SAG-AFTRA Elaine Goldsmith-Thomas, Benny Medina,
Draft: 9/10/13 John Jacobs

Executive Producer: Zac Unterman
Director: Rob Cohen
Writer: Barbara Curry
Casting Director: Nancy Nayor
Casting Associate: Lindsey Weissmueller
Start Date: November 4th
Location: Los Angeles

(CLAIRE PETERSON) - CAST - JENNIFER LOPEZ

WE ARE IN OUR FINAL ROUND OF CASTING FOR BOTH OF THESE ROLES. IF
THERE WAS ANYONE WHO WAS NOT IN TOWN OR PREVIOUSLY UNABLE TO
COME IN THAT YOU FEEL STRONGLY ABOUT, PLEASE SUBMIT ASAP.

NOTE: PLEASE HAVE ACTORS OUT OF LOS ANGELES SELF-TAPE ASAP AND SEND LINKS TO
THEIR READINGS.

[NOAH] 18, this tall, well-developed, handsome, sexy and thoroughly charming youth has
just moved in with his aging uncle next door to Claire.. Seemingly trustworthy, helpful and
well-meaning, Noah earns Claire's gratitude when he befriends her ailing and friendless son,
Kevin. Ultimately, Noah manages to seduce Claire, whose own marriage is temporarily on
the rocks, and who responds ardently to Noah's overtures. But when Claire makes it clear
that their tryst was a one-time only thing she has no intention of repeating, Noah shows the
twisted, sadistic sociopath lurking right under his prepossessing exterior. He engages in a
campaign of blackmail, coercion and pure terror aimed at Claire, whose life is quickly
unraveling. And, as Claire learns, Noah has killed before -- and unless he can possess her,
he has no compunctions about killing again...LEAD (3) ACTORS MUST BE OVER
18. NOTE:WE ARE LOOKING FOR AN INTENSE ACTOR CAPABLE OF BEING TWO SIDED :
TRUSTWORTHY AND KIND WHEN HE WINS CLAIRE'S TRUST AND THEN PSYCHOTIC,
DANGEROUS, CLEVER AND LETHAL.
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[KEVIN PETERSON] 17, he's Claire and Gary's only child, a pale, frail, gangly and ailing youth
who suffers from a variety of potentially deadly allergies, and must always carry his epi-pen
with him, just in case. Bullied and mocked at school, Kevin has never had a real friend, so
he blossoms under the attention of Noah, the newcomer next door, whom he immediately
embraces as his best buddy. He doesn't realize Noah's twisted hidden agenda, but when he
becomes the latest target of Noah's murderous rage, he'll get a terrifying lesson in Noah's
true intentions....LEAD (3) ACTORS MUST BE OVER 18 TO PLAY 17. MUST BE UNDER 5'8"
AND THE KIND OF KID WHO IS VERY SOCIALLY AWKWARD, VULNERABLE, FRAGILE.

STORY LINE: Separated and lonely, CLAIRE PETERSON, a well-respected mother and
teacher, makes the mistake of hooking up with 18 year old NOAH, the boy who has moved
in with his uncle next door. But when Claire informs Noah that their tryst was a one-time
only thing, and a huge mistake at that, Noah shows the psychotic manipulator lurking just
under his handsome, wholesome exterior, as he plays a cruel cat-and-mouse game with
Claire that may eventually lead to murder...

UNTITLED TRUTV SHOW
Non-Union Episodic
NON-UNION Casting Director: Joshua Sandoval

Interview Dates: 10/4/13
Shoot/Start Date: 10/8/13
Pay Rate: $200/Day
Location: Hollywood

SUBMIT BY THURSDAY 10/3

[FEMALE 1] (50s-60s) Can play a mother who is a likable older lady that can turn up the
heat on her good-for-nothing son that still lives at home and mooches off of her. She is good
at playing the victim.

[FEMALE 2] (20s-30s): Young, attractive, model-type to play the role of an up-and-coming
actress. Actress needs to have great energy with a great personality. Think Kim
Kardashian/Paris Hilton type.

[MALE 1] (20s-30s): Muscular and attractive guy who can play gay. He is more of an “in-the-
closet” type of guy. Want someone who can play angry and has a fiery personality.

[MALE 2] (20s-30s): Someone who can play stereotypical So-Cal gay guy. He has to be able
to play a complete jerk, someone who can't contain his emotions without losing control. Has
to have the ability to be over-the-top.
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[MALE 3] (20s-30s): Guy on the heavier side to play a disingenuous, sarcastic, slob. Think
the ''Comic Book Guy'' character from ''The Simpsons.'' The character is someone who still
lives at home with his Mom and takes advantage of her good nature. Someone who can play
a complete loser.

KUATO
Student Film
USC Directing Scene Director: Miguel Bituin, III
SAG-AFTRA Directing Professor: Barnet Kellman

Casting Director: Miguel Bituin
Interview Dates: October 5 & 6 of 2013
Shoot/Start Date: November 9 & 10 of 2013
Pay Rate: SAG Waiver
Location: Los Angeles

[ADAM LERNER] - Male / Principal / Caucasian, Ethnically Ambiguous / 24 - 32; Adam is a
public radio journalist, and his best friend is Kyle. He always tries to do a good job, follows
society's rules, and takes good care of himself. During an examination for an aching back,
Adam finds out that he has cancer. During his treatment, he loses his girlfriend who cheats
on him and must reconnect with his annoying mother. He tries his best to put up a brave
front, but the cruel reality of cancer slowly takes over and forces him to re-examine his life.
In this scene, he just had his operation.

[KYLE] - Male / Principal / Caucasian, Ethnically Ambiguous / 24 - 30; Kyle works at Seattle
Public Radio with Adam. He is brutally honest and unabashedly uses profanity to express his
feelings. He feels sick after hearing that his best friend has cancer. He tries to make Adam
get his mind off cancer and his cheating girlfriend by using the illness to pick up women. He
and Adam never fight, but when they do, Adam realizes that there is more to his best friend
than he thought. In this scene, Kyle is helping Adam recover by willing himself to look at
Adam's wound.

Scene Synopsis: Adam is slowly recovering from an operation removing a cancerous tumor
in his spine. Scene: His best friend, Kyle, is willing himself in helping Adam get ready for a
date by applying ointment and bandage on Adam's wound.
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USC PROJECT-HARRY
Student Film
SAG-AFTRA Director: :Lauren Dunn

Casting Director: Lauren Dunn
Interview Dates: 10-3-13
Shoot/Start Date: Oct. 10th
Pay Rate: None
Location: USC

We will have multiple rehearsals outside of the shoot date.

This project is a taped scene for a senior level directing class at USC. There will be in class
rehearsals with the director and the professor, as well as outside rehearsals. The scene will
be fully produced and available for use on reels.

[HARRY] mid 20's, charming in a quirky sort of way. He is in love with Sally but doesn't
know it yet. They have been friends for a very long time but recently took their relationship
to a romantic level and now things are getting complicated.

[SALLY] mid 20's cute and very put together. She is in a relationship with another man and
recently committed adultery with her good friend Harry. They are now at odds and in this
scene are trying to figure out how to move forward with their friendship.
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A DAUGHTER'S NIGHTMARE (Role of
Cameron Morgan)
Movie for Television Exec Producers: Larry Gershman, Meyer
LIFETIME Shwarzstein
SAG-AFTRA Producers: Tina Pehme, Kim Roberts

Director: Vic Sarin
Writer: Shelley Gillen
Casting Director: Paul Weber
Location: Kelowna, British Columbia, Canada
Start date: October 7th, 2013

THIS ROLE WORKS MONDAY OCT 7
FOR 1 WEEK. ACTOR MUST BE
AVAILABLE TO TRAVEL WITH VALID
PASSPORT NO LATER THAN FRIDAY
OCT 4.
A SESSION WILL BE HELD WED OCT 2
AND /OR THURS OCT 3

PLEASE SUBMIT CANADIAN AND US STAR NAMES.

PLEASE DO NOT RESUBMIT!!

[CAMERON MORGAN] Late 40s, heavyset, good-natured, caring, sympathetic, the brother of
the late Jack Morgan, brother-in-law of Dana, beloved uncle of Ariel, Cameron is a
veterinarian whose own practice has inspired Ariel to become one also. Cameron's not too
careful with his own health--he's overweight, he smokes, he likes his fatty foods--but he's
very protective of his widowed sister-in-law Dana and even drives her to her first grieving
spouse support group. Cameron makes the mistake of eating a big breakfast that Adam has
prepared for Dana, and dies alone in his house after becoming very ill...LEAD (1)

STORY LINE: DANA MORGAN has been prepared for her husband Jack's death from MS for
years, but it's still a blow to her, her college-age daughter, ARIEL and to Jack's brother,
CAMERON. With Ariel away at college, Dana soon finds herself (not entirely enthusiastically)
dating a local widower, ADAM, whose stepson, BEN, who is slowly going blind, is at school
with Ariel, where the two strike up a friendship. When the normally healthy Dana starts
getting sicker and sicker as she spends more time with Adam, who clearly uses her
weakness to his advantage, it takes Ariel to finally realize that Adam is deliberately making
her mom sick--just as he had his two previous wives and his stepson...
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MAGICIANS ASSISTANT
Live Project
NON-UNION Casting Director: Steve Walker
Live Stage Magic Illusion Touring Show Shoot/Start Date: Oct 25

Pay Rate: 250-500 per venue
Location: Los Angeles and New Mexico

PLEASE SEND A FULL LENGTH PHOTO AND
ANY EXP. YOU MAY HAVE WITH MAGIC AND
OR DANCE..

AGAIN NON IS NEC. BUT MAY BE HELPFUL

.

[MAGICIAN'S ASSISTANT] 18-30. We are looking for a female magicians assistant. No EXP.
is nec. some dance is helpful... We can teach the magic illusions easily. Must be 5'4'' to 5'6''
MAX height and 120lbs MAX weight due to illusion restrictions themselves. We perform in
nice performing arts theatres around the country. So if you enjoy to travel and are flexible
with your schedule and of course dependable this can be a really fun gig...
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SOCHI OLYMPIC Web Series
Internet Project
NON-UNION Casting Director: Sara Park
Run/Usage: 1 year buy out internet viral, Interview Dates: via video submission
retail display, trade show displays 10/3/13
Conflicts: NONE Callback Dates: via video submission

10/4/13
Shoot/Start Date: 10/7/13
Pay Rate: $300/day including buyout
Location: Los Angeles, Ca

[CAUCASIAN MALE] Strong Caucasian Male Actor in 50's
Greedy (corrupted) but conservative look outside High School Principal.
Very short scene, the principal pays cash to the Speaker who was the 1988 Jamaican
Bobsleigh Olympian (the guy from Cool Runnings) now became INSPIRING SPEECH EXPERT.
Devon is getting paid in cash by the Principle. Couple kids
walk by and Devon hides the transaction for a moment.

PLEASE SUBMIT SELF SHOT VIDEO CLIP of above character (improvise, dialogue is ok for
improvisation but won't be any at the real film. Suits and Tie will be a great addition.

Submit by 10/3/2013
No Audition or call back.
SHOOTING 10/7/2013 on Monday in Los Angeles
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BROOKLYN NINE-NINE, Episode #110
'Thanksgiving'
Episodic Executive Producers: Dan Goor, Mike Schur,
Universal Television/3 Arts for FBC David Miner
SAG-AFTRA (SAG Terms) Director: Jorma Taccone
½ hour single camera comedy Casting Director: Juel Bestrop

Casting Associate: Brittany Jones
Casting Assistant: Ben Pollack
Shoot Dates: 10/7-10/11
Location: Los Angeles

[DONNY] Male, 30s, Caucasian, Brooklyn, working class ex-con. He is considered the "bad
brother" in the family. Co-star, 2 scenes.

[LOUIE] Male, 30s Caucasian, Brooklyn, working class ex-con. Younger brother to DONNY.
He is considered the "good brother" in the family. Co-star, fun role, 2 scenes.

[ANDREA] Female, 60, Caucasian, Brooklyn, working class. Mother to DONNY and LOUIE.
Co-Star, under 5 lines.

[GEORGE] Male, 60, Caucasian, Brooklyn, working class. Father to DONNY and LOUIE. Co
Star, 1 line.

[MOM] Female, Late 50s, Hispanic, Attractive, Brooklyn, upper middle class. Mother to
ROSA (played by Stephanie Beatriz). Co-Star, 2 lines.

[SISTER] Female, 18-25, Hispanic, pretty, Brooklyn, upper middle class. Younger sister to
ROSA (played by Stephanie Beatriz). Co-Star, 1 line.

[RICHMOND AND IVAN] Male, 25 - 55, Diverse. 2 Brooklyn ex-cons. Edgy, street types.
Please submit fun character types, all shapes and sizes, authentic foreign accents a plus but
not required. Co-Stars, 2 lines.

[LOOKOUT] Male, 40-45, Asian. He is the "lookout" protecting an illegal gambling room.
MUST BE ABLE TO DO STUNT WORK. C0-STAR, Stunts, 2 lines.
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HOLLYWOOD HILLBILLIES
Cable
NON-UNION Casting Director: Erika Dobrin

Shoot/Start Date: October 8th
Pay Rate: 100
Location: Los Angeles

[2 SINGLE WHITE MALES] Mid-60's to be apart of a show where you will be going on a date
with 2 of our main characters.

If you are from The South that would be an added bonus.
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BELFRY (BDS) Revised
Theatre
AEA 99-Seat Plan Director: Veronica Brady
V/T: Malibu Playhouse Producer: Gene Franklin Smith

Playwright: Billy Roche
Casting Directors: Gene Franklin
Smith/Veronica Brady
Interview Dates: October 11 & 12
Rehearsals Begin: December
Pay Rate: AEA 99-seat plan
Location: Malibu

West Coast premiere of the third play in the internationally famous Wexford Trilogy by Billy
Roche.

[ARTIE O’LEARY] 40-50, works as a sacristan at his local church in County Wexford, Ireland,
bachelor who lives with his invalid mother. Kind, ordinary, run-of-the-mill, but with a strong
heart and hidden sexual prowess. When push comes to shove he can take care of himself in
a fist fight. STAR ROLE

[ANGELA] 35-45, attractive everyday housewife with sexual allure, a little self-centered yet
very likeable. She likes a man to be a man and will lose interest if he isn’t a winner. She is a
believer (in God) and yet she is prepared to follow her sexual instincts. She can be hard and
soft at the same time. STAR ROLE

[DONAL] Strong, solid, athletic, early 40’s, slightly over the hill and he knows it although he
is desperately trying to ward off the decline. Although devoted to Angela, when she pushes
him too far, he will leave her.

[FATHER PAT] A young priest, mid-30’s, alcoholic with an addictive nature, but a good man
at heart. He is afraid to leave the priesthood because it’s the only life he has ever known
although he longs for another kind of life.

[DOMINIC] 15-22, a simple-minded altar boy who is just slightly wide of the mark intelligent-
wise. Fun-loving, mischievous, sad at heart and ill-fated. In spite of all of this, however, he is
the heartbeat of the play.

STORY: Artie O’Leary is a lonely, middle-aged man who lives with his invalid mother and
works as a sacristan in a small local church. He falls in love with Angela, the married woman
who changes flowers at the church, and when he kisses her after the birthday party for a
troubled altar boy, their passionate affair in the church’s belfry begins. Artie’s life changes
for the better, until a stunning betrayal tears he and Angela apart.
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REPLACEMENT PROTOCOL
Short Film
SAG-AFTRA PENDING Casting Director: Stephen Christensen

Shoot/Start Date: November 1st-3rd, 7th-
10th
Pay Rate: Copy + Credit, Meals, Gas Stipend

Location: Los Angeles/Orange County

REPLACEMENT PROTOCOL: In this tense sci-fi thriller, a killer for hire discovers that a man
he had recently assassinated is still living. The discovery sends him on a search for the truth.
But what he finds instead is a dark secret about his target, his employer, and himself.

[HASHI] Male, Antagonist, 30-50, Japanese. Hashi is a corporate man who always portrays
a high level of professionalism. One of Hashi's many responsibilities is the overseeing of the
hitmen who work for Titan Industries. Hashi enters into every situation with the properness
of a gentleman, never overstating or understating. He is not a man ruled by heavy
emotions, and yet he feels the emptiness of the life he has chosen.
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THE FOSTERS, Episode #1012 (Role of Levi
now Zac)
Episodic Exec. Producers: Jennifer Lopez, Bradley
ABC Family Bredeweg, Peter Paige, Greg Gugliotta,
JLE / NUYORICAN PRODS. Joanna Johnson, Elaine Goldsmith-Thomas,
SAG-AFTRA (AFTRA terms) Benny Medina, John Ziffren
Outline Draft: 9/11/13 Writer: Joanna Johnson

Director: Martha Mitchell
Casting Directors: Scott Genkinger /
Deborah George
Casting Associate: Candido Cornejo
Location: LA
Shoots: 10/11 - 10/21

SUBMIT ALL ETHNICITIES FOR ALL ROLES
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
ALL THE ROLES BELOW ARE RECURRING (AND MOST WILL RECUR IN 4 - 5
EPISODES THROUGH MID NOVEMBER.) WHENEVER POSSIBLE, PLEASE SUBMIT
18 OR EMANCIPATED TO PLAY YOUNGER.

[LEVI] 15, this small and "awkward cute" freshman boy is smart, funny, self-deprecating,
and a bit of a motormouth. The lighting and tech guy on the school drama crew, he
welcomes Mariana to their ranks...Over 18 or emancipated.
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CSI: Crime Scene Investigation, #1409,
"Check In and Check Out" (Second re-
release of Randall) Executive Producers: Jerry Bruckheimer,
Episodic Jonathan Littman, Carol Mendelsohn, Don
Prod. Comp.: CBSP / Alliance Atlantis / In McGill, William Petersen, Anthony E. Zuiker,
Assoc. With Bruckheimer Films Ann Donahue, Cindy Chvatal, Louis Milito
Network: CBS Director: Louis Milito
1 Hour Series Writer: Andrew Dettmann
SAG-AFTRA (SAG terms) Casting Company: Ulrich/Dawson/Kritzer
Draft: September 24, 2013 Casting Director: Carol Kritzer

Casting Associate: Rory Schleifstein
Location: Los Angeles
Shoot Dates: o/a 10/4-10/16

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS!!

MPORTANT NOTE: Please check the availability of all actors against the dates
listed before submitting.

NO PHONE CALLS

[RANDALL] 30s, a former male exotic dancer, a GUIDO, Randall is smug, cocky, arrogant
with and edge and a GREAT body. Randall once headlined at a popular strip club, he's also
questioned about the recent murders. Recently arrested for sexual battery, he insists that
his female client actually went berserk and attacked him...GUEST STAR. PLEASE SUBMIT ALL
ETHNICITIES

STORY LINE: A series of grisly but apparently unrelated murders, which all take place in the
same seedy motel room, have the team wondering if the room really is a demonic an deadly
site that "possesses" its inhabitants...
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DEFENDING HER HONOR
Student Film
SAG-AFTRA Casting Director: Danny Sawaf

Interview Dates: October 3, 2013
Shoot/Start Date: October 4, 2013
Pay Rate: None
Location: USC's School of Cinematic Arts

Actor will get a HD DVD of the short film

A woman gets raped by two men on the street. Her husband who is a martial arts fighter
seeks vengeance and kills the two men in a restaurant in Chinatown (Martial Arts Short
Film).

[SARAH] AGE 20 to 30. Must be able to cry and feign misery/desperation.
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A SMALL FIRE
Theatre
V/T: Portland Center Stage Artistic Director: Chris Coleman
AEA LORT B Director: Rose Riordan

Playwright: Adam Bock
First Rehearsal: January 28, 2014
Opening: February 28, 2014
Closing: March 23, 2014
Casting Director: Brandon Woolley
Interview Dates: October 31, 2013
Callback Dates: November 1, 2013
Pay Rate: LORT B
Location: Portland, OR

MUST BE RECEIVED BY
10/28/13

VIDEO SUBMISSIONS BY 10/22/13

Re Nudity for Emily and John – There is a sex scene that occurs at the end of the play.
We are not entirely sure what will be needed for nudity in the show at this time, but at
least disrobing to underwear during performance may be required. Talent will NOT be
required to disrobe during audition process.

[EMILY BRIDGES] - 50s. Runs a construction firm. Smart, independent, self assured. As
Emily begins to lose her senses, one by one, she has to learn to rely on other people and
relearn what love is. Possible nudity - see notes.

[JOHN BRIDGES] 50-60. Her Husband. John is deeply in love with Emily and as Emily loses
her senses it only draws him closer to her. Both of them are trying to navigate what this new
dependency will do to their relationship, but John seems the most willing to adapt to
whatever it will bring simply because he loves her. Possible nudity - see notes.

[JENNY BRIDGES] 30. Their Daughter. Consumed by her upcoming wedding. Difficult
relationship with her mother which makes coping with Emily's mysterious illness even
harder. Exposes how little she knows about her parents.
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SEX, DEATH AND BOWLING (9 Roles)
Feature Film
SAG Modified Low Budget Feature Film Producers: Ally Walker, Larry Rattner, Sig De

Miguel
Director/Writer: Ally Walker
Casting Directors; Sig De Miguel/Stephen
Vincent
Location: Los Angeles, CA
Start Date: October 19, 2013

CAST

SEAN (Adrian Grenier)
GLENN (Selma Blair)
RICK (Bailey Chase)

STILL SEARCHING FOR THE FOLLOWING ROLES:

[TEEN GLENN] To play Young Selma Blair at 16/17 years old. Must be legal 18 year
old. Must have brown hair and brown eyes and be around 5'4 feet tall. she's Glenn
seen in flashback, a lovely girl who is already seriously involved with Rick, later to become
her husband...4 lines, 2 scenes (14)

[BEN KINGSTON] Mid 30s to Early 40s. Nerdy, intellectual, bespectacled African
American son-in-law, he's a somewhat un-athletic intellectual who must join the bowling
team after a member is injured. Not happy about his assignment, he later takes a keen
interest in bowling, studies several tapes on the subject, and manages to transform into an
excellent bowler just in time for the big tournament...9 lines, at least 7 scenes (20)

[CHAY CALDWELL LARA] A late 30s to early 40s blonde, All American former
cheerleader. She greets her famous former classmate, Sean, with real excitement when
she runs into him at their old school -- but he's obviously struggling to place her...4
speeches & 10 lines, 1 scene (41)

[NAN ALLARED] Late 30s/Early 40s Latina Woman. She is another of James's high
school classmates. Also a former cheerleader, she's very excited to run into Sean in the
school hallway...4 speeches & 6 lines, 1 scene (42)
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[DEVON WORTH] Late 30s/mid 40s Handsome, British Man (searching for real
British actors in LA, NOT American actors who can do a British accent). This
handsome and successful architect is Sean's partner. He doesn't understand why James is
still struggling with his sexuality, and he is annoyed that James still has shame about his
gayness, especially around his father and his family...5 speeches & 9 lines, 1 scene (53)

[SAI BABA] Searching for small man in his 60s who is a serene, spiritual type
(think the guru in EAT, PRAY, LOVE). he's the spiritual leader of a local Hare Krishna
sect. He meets with Eli to help him on a school project. When Sean arrives at the center,
Sai Baba warmly welcomes him. He shares his philosophy about the afterlife with his
fascinated guests...10 speeches & 7 lines, 1 scene (70)

[FATHER JOE] Meat and Potatoes Catholic Priest type in his 50s. He obviously wants
to help, but he's worn out by Eli's barrage of questions...4 speeches & 5 lines, 1 scene (3)

[HANDSOME YOUNG MAN] This handsome young man in his late 20s/early 30s flirts
with Sean in the Santa Fe airport...1 line, 1 scene (2)

[MIKE LARA, CHARLIE CORNFELDER AND FRED LUJAN] Late 30s to Early 40s Football
player types. These three former high school football jocks were all Rick's best friends.
They drop by the house to say their final farewells to Rick...2 lines, 2 scenes; 1 line, 2
scenes; 2 lines, 2 scenes respectively (67)

STORY LINE: When a family gathers to usher out a loved one in the final stages of
pancreatic cancer, painful old issues are aired as the clan struggles to accept the inevitable...
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A DAUGHTER OF THESE HILLS
Student Film
SAG-AFTRA Producer: Michael Steiner
AFI Graduate Thesis Film Writer/Director: Henry Hughes

Shoots 11/19-11/26
Casting Director: Becky Silverman, CSA
Shoot/Start Date: November 19, 2013
Pay Rate: No pay. Copy, credit, meals.
Location: Los Angeles

[HASTI] Female, late 20’s-mid 30’s, AFGHAN. MUST SPEAK DARI OR FARSI!! Hasti is
Afghan American, moving to America with her family as a young girl. She goes through a
divorce and in the aftermath looks for something meaningful in her life. She decides to
enlist in the Army to be an interpreter in Afghanistan. She is the only woman in a platoon
full of men. She starts to question whether she made the right decision but an emotional
event leaves her stronger and more empowered than she ever thought she could be…..LEAD

[LIEUTENANT ADAMS] Male, Caucasian, mid-late 20’s. Adams is Hasti’s commanding
officer. He’s tough and gives her a hard time like the rest of the men in the platoon. He
doesn’t think she should be treated any different simply because she’s a woman. But Adams
softens towards her and understands her more after they survive an emotional
experience….LEAD.

[JALLAL] Male, mid-late 20’s. AFGHAN. MUST SPEAK DARI OR FARSI!! Jallal is a suspected
terrorist. The platoon comes looking for him but their suspicions are put aside when the
group has to help save his wife and unborn child….LEAD.

[DR. NASSIR] Male, 40’s, AFGHAN. MUST SPEAK DARI OR FARSI!! Dr. Nassir is helping the
American platoon in Afghanistan. He steps in to avenge his son’s death….LEAD

[MAYON] Female, 18-22 years old. AFGHAN. MUST SPEAK DARI OR FARSI!! Mayon is in
labor and her baby is stuck. She is in agonizing pain, at the mercy of Hasti and a group of
American men. She is weak and vulnerable and only wants the safety of her husband and
for her child to survive…..LEAD

[JAMAL] Male, 6-10 years old. AFGHAN. MUST SPEAK DARI OR FARSI!! Jamal is a young
boy living in the village when the platoon is stationed. He only speaks Dari and is forced to
turn on JALLAL, his uncle….SUPPORTING

[AFGHAN SOLDIERS] Male, 20-40 years old. AFGHAN. MUST SPEAK DARI OR FARSI!! Local
soldiers fighting with the American platoon….SUPPORTING
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FOREVER
Short Film
Prod. Comp.: Two Tribes, LLC Producers: Maria Lorenzana, Clive Hawkins
SAG-AFTRA Director/Writer: L. Britt Ervin
Draft: 9/27/13 Casting: Lindsay Chag

Location: Los Angeles
Start Date: Week of October 1st

[CAL] CAST – DO NOT SUBMIT. Mid 30s, workmanlike and focused, Cal works for the
Department of Health Services, and is preparing to "re-synch" the virtual Mr. Cooper in the
aftermath of a hacker attack that left many digitized folk off-line. Cal is friendly and
professional as he enters Mr. Cooper house to do his job, but he's spooked by an automaton
that seems likely to be a danger; however, he's charmed by Mr. Cooper's apparently real
little dog, and takes the little guy with him...LEAD (1)

[MR. COOPER] Mid 50s – mid 70s, Caucasian. Older but spry, he looks like the kind of guy
who'd give you the shirt off his back or yell at your kids to get the hell off his lawn,
depending on the situation. Mr. Cooper is a virtual person, who's digitized himself in order to
achieve immortality, but the system's been hacked and now all that's seen of him is a video
simulation of his smiling face on the screen of a head-cube on his computer desk. Told by
Cal that his neural unit's lost synch with the main server, Cooper gets a bit irascible and
doesn't seem inclined to cooperate...LEAD. RECOGNIZABLE NAMES PREFERRED. (9)

[REPORTER] 30s – early 40s, any ethnicity. Female, neat in a conservative jacket and skirt,
she's seen in TV reporting on the rising popularity of the virtual person phenomenon, and
the infamous "Leap Day" that took most of the population off line...LEAD (2)

[BASE/ROY] 40s – 50s, any ethnicity. This dispatcher is in constant video communication
with Cal when he goes to re-synch Mr. Cooper. He obviously knows Cal and jokes with him a
little bit. He's responsive but not alarmed when Cal asks for backup...LEAD (8)

[SPOKESMAN] 50s – 60s, Caucasian. This mature spokesman in a shiny suit, with a
Brylcreemed pompador, smiles enthusiastically as he looks into the TV camera to do his
sales pitch for the brand new virtual life phenomenon...1 speech & 4 lines, 2 scenes (1)

[PUNDIT #1, 2] 40s – 60s, Caucasian, Male. These two cable news pundits have a heated
exchange about why the government isn't doing more about the virtual persons left alive
and alert but non-functioning in their homes. Real life pundit/reporters preferred...1 speech
& 2 lines, 1 scene; 1 line, 1 scene; 2 lines, respectively (5)

STORY LINE: Long after the process of digitizing humans so they could live forever went
mass-market, the Leap-Day Virus fried over 100 million virtual persons. Now they’re reliving
the same day over and over again. CAL’s job is to shut them off in the most humane way
possible. Today, at MR. COOPER’s house, he finds his own life threatened by a man who had
little to live for but didn’t want to die.
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MIKE & MOLLY, Episode #406 (Re-release
of Anna)
Episodic Exec. Producers: Chuck Lorre and Al Higgins
Bonanza Productions Casting Directors: Nikki Valko & Ken Miller
1/2 HOUR EPISODIC / CBS Casting Associate: Lori Gottlieb
AFTRA Start Date: 10/3-10/9

V
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G

MANAGERS AND AGENTS, DO NOT DOUBLE SUBMIT.

ABSOLUTELY NO PHONE CALLS!

[ANNA] FEMALE. FOREIGN. Late 40s- 50s. This foreign student driver is getting lessons from
Molly (Melissa McCarthy). GUEST STAR. PLEASE SUBMIT ALL ETHNICITIES.

THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS (Role of
Photographer)
Episodic Casting Director: Judy Blye Wilson
SAG-AFTRA Shoot/Start Date: Works Tues. 10/8

Location: LOS ANGELES

[PHOTOGRAPHER] PRINCIPAL ROLE. MALE. 20s. A hipster type. He is a real jerk during a
photo shoot. Actor should be able to fake using a camera. Works TUES 10/8.
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TRICKS
Webisode
SAG-AFTRA Producer: Elizabeth Jett

Writer/Director: Beaty Reynolds
DP: Chris Graves
Casting Director: Liz Jereski
Interview Dates: TBD
Shoot/Start Date: Nov 5, 2013 (on/about)
Pay Rate: $300/day 2 day guarantee
Location: Denver, CO

Role of Kelli: Elizabeth Rose (Cast)

[JACK] 50s+. Handsome but solid, real. At home in the wilderness but also at a posh hotel.
Low-keyed, but with a hunter's sharp eyes and reflexes. Must be know how to handle a
handgun. Open ethnicity.

GLEE, Episode #506 (Revised role of
Monica)
Episodic Executive Producers: Ryan Murphy, Brad
20th Century Fox TV / FBC Falchuk, Ian Brennan, Dante Di Loreto
SAG Director: Brad Falchuk

Writer: Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa
Casting Company: Ulrich/Dawson/Kritzer
Casting Directors: Robert J. Ulrich, Alex
Newman
Casting Assistant: Alana Balden
Location: L.A.
Shoot dates: 10/3 – 10/15

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

[MONICA] Female, 20-30, LATIN. She is an optimistic, friendly admissions college
counselor...NICE CO-STAR
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JEWVANGELIST
Web Series
SAG-AFTRA (New Media Pending) Producer: Kaitlin Walsh

Director: Amy Kernan Bennett
Writer: Christian Ayers
DP: Drew Moe
Production Dates: 10/19-11/24 (weekends
only)
Casting Director: Kaitlin Walsh
Interview Dates: Wed, 10/2 and Mon, 10/7
Callback Dates: TBD
Shoot/Start Date: 10/19
Pay Rate: None/ Deferred
Location: United States

FOR AUDITIONS ON 10/2, PLEASE SUBMIT
BY 8PM TUESDAY, 10/1. FOR AUDITIONS
ON 10/7, PLEASE SUBMIT BY 8PM ON
SUNDAY, 10/6.

You MUST be available to film on weekends.

[PERRY] (Male/Caucasian/ Athletic/ 20s) – A Midwestern beefcake athlete. Grew up
the son of an Evangelical Pastor/ weightlifting champion. Gay and just now coming to terms
with it. Great singing voice. (Singing role).

[PASTOR PRICE] (Male/African American/ early 30s) – Warm. Welcoming. Pastor of a
Gospel Church. Approaches all things with a sense of humor.

[BETTE] (Female/African American/ 30s-40s) – Strong woman with a sense of warmth.
Good sense of sarcasm. Beautiful voice. Leads a Gospel Choir and gives voice lessons.
(Singing role).

[PASTOR LOVEJOY] (Male/Caucasian/ 40s-50s) – Evangelical Pastor. Weightlifting
champion. Fervent believer in the power of Christ and the power of fitness. Stubborn.
Father. Husband. Pretty intimidating.

[SAMANTHA] (Female/Caucasian/ 40s-50s) – Doting wife of an Evangelical Pastor. Loving
mom of a son she refuses to believe is gay. Emotional. Fervent believer in her religion and
her husband.
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[SKY] (Male/All Ethnicities/ 20s) – Total hipster. Film director. A “true artist.”

[MRS. COEN] (Female/Caucasian/ Jewish / Big-breasted / 50s) – Jewish wife of a
man she believes is cheating on her. Desperately wants to be loved. Cries a lot. Ample-
bosomed.

[MR. COEN] (Male/Caucasian/ Jewish/ 50s) – Jewish husband to a woman who
believes he is cheating on her. Totally oblivious. Loves his wife and forgets to tell her.

[MR. GOLDBERG] (Male/Caucasian/ Jewish/ 60s) – Jewish man who doesn’t want to
attend temple anymore because it’s boring. Gruff. Not afraid to tell the Rabbi the truth. Old
dog who refuses to learn new tricks.

[MRS. GOLDBERG] (Female/Caucasian/ Jewish/ 60s) – Jewish woman with a beautiful
voice. Member of her temple’s choir. Not afraid to speak her mind. Blunt. (Singing role).

[MOTHER] (Female/Caucasian/ Jewish/ Regal/ 70s) – Jewish mother. Withering.
Intimidating. Uses guilt to get what she wants. Loves her children and her children love her,
but they’re scared of her. Widow of a Rabbi.

[JIM] (Male/All Ethnicities/ 30s/ 40s) – Commercial Realtor. Concerned with money.

[DR. KLEIN] (Male/Caucasian/ Jewish/ 60s-70s) – Nice, elderly Jewish man with a
hearing aide. Thinks he’s a music connoisseur. Can’t hear much.

[ADAM] (Male/All Ethnicities/ 14), but must be 18 or older and able to play younger) –
Skateboarder. Speaks up in class a lot. Believes a lot of what he’s told.
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THE THUNDERMANS, Episode #113 "You
Stole my Thunder, Man"
Episodic Exec. Producer: Jed Spingarn, Dave Hoge &
1/2 Hour Dan Cross
Uptown Productions Director: Shannon Flynn
SAG-AFTRA Casting Director: Koczara/Shevchenko
Draft: 8/29/13 Casting Associate: Amanda Lenker Doyle

Start Date: O/A 10/7/13
Location: Los Angeles

[PRINCIPAL ARCHER] This dry, often sarcastic principal at Hiddenville High has all the charm
and bite of Aziz Ansari. He oversees the assemblies where Phoebe and Max fight for the
position of Freshman Class President...GUEST STAR. PLEASE SUBMIT ALL TYPES AND
ETHNICITIES - LOOKING FOR AN INTERESTING TYPE TO MAKE THIS CHARACTER
SOMETHING FUN!! CAN BE ANYWHERE FROM MID 30S-LATE 50S.

[FLUNKY FLUNKAVEZ] Though his real name is Antonio, he is known at Hiddenville as
Flunky. This 14 year old boy conducts himself with a bit more confidence and swagger than
one would expect him to have when looking at him. A bit of an oddball - he take s a job as
Max's personal assistant when he is elected Freshman Class President. There is no task too
small for him to complete in order to serve Max. He fancies himself a sort of secret service
agent for the President, complete with a uniform, sunglasses and an earpiece...GUEST STAR.
PLEASE SUBMIT ALL ETHNICITIES

*We are committed to diverse, inclusive casting. Please submit qualified performers without
regard to disability, race, age, national origin, ethnic origin or any other basis prohibited by
law unless otherwise specifically indicated.
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VIDEO VOLUME
Student Film
SAG-AFTRA Casting Director: Patrick Meegan
Interactive Project Interview Dates: 10/08/13
USC Thesis Project Shoot/Start Date: 10/10/13 (Tentative)

Pay Rate: Meals, Credit
Location: Los Angeles

SUBMIT BY MON 10/07

This is a STUDENT project under USC's SAG agreement so there will be no pay. Meals and
craft will be provided as per union rules.

Video Volume is a virtual reality platform that brings live-action video to the 3D interactive
world. The first project to be made using the VV medium is a story of telepathy in Los
Angeles. A secret dimension of thoughts and dreams is layered onto the reality of the
city. Only mind readers and thought travelers can access this landscape of the
unconscious. But, it all begins with a séance.

Main Character:

[BREA SINAWAVA] Female, 20s to 30s.
A young woman who has been through a lot. She's a gritty, athletic
traveler… a traveler of peoples' thoughts. She's a trickster: both
cerebral and hilarious, so she has impeccable comic timing both
physically and with dialogue. She is hypnotic in her confidence, and
as odd as she might be she is born and bred Los Angeles.
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VIGILS
Student Film
SAG-AFTRA Producer: Yaakov Eben
University of Southern California Student Director: Max Maeckler
Film Casting Director: Max Maeckler

Interview Dates: Thurs, 3 Oct (6p-8p); Sun,
6 Oct (12p-4p)
Callback Dates: TBA
Shoot/Start Date: Sat, 12 October
Pay Rate: Copy, Meal(s)
Location: TBA

SUBMIT BY SATURDAY, 5

VIGILS

ALEX, a veteran of the War in Afghanistan has returned to the US and recently taken a job
as a security guard at a local college. With traumatic war experiences behind him, Alex feels
a college education is his ticket to a better life. Alex enlists the help of his friend, JULIA, to
get his application on track. Julia is a scholarship student at the university, who works the
nightshift at a coffee house next door to Alex’s security post.

The night before Alex’s application is due, his preparation for what he thinks will be a bright
future is compromised by an unexpected turn of events involving a drunken, depressed
student.

CHARACTERS:

[ALEX] 25-35, A good-hearted, slightly damaged veteran. His military experience has made it
difficult for him to concentrate for long periods of time, but he desperately wants to put the
war behind him. Alex is obsessed with the thought that an education will give him a chance
to earn his foothold in civilian society.

[JULIA] 18-25, Smart, cute scholarship student. Julia reads neuroscience books while
brewing coffee on a graveyard shift at a campus coffee shop. Alex is a regular customer,
they are friendly with one another, and she wants to help him.

[MIKE] 18-25, Good looking kid, bright future, but very insecure. He abuses alcohol to a
degree, clearly greater than the average college student. Coming from a wealthy
background, Mike lives in a boundless world where he is used to having whatever he wants.
One thing he wants, which he cannot have, is Julia.
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HALLWAYS
Student Film
SAG-AFTRA Director/Producer- Shivaan Makker
USC Directing Scene. DP- Raymond Lei

Assistant Director- Adrian Rodriguez
Casting Director: Shivaan Makker
Interview Dates: October 1st, 2013
Shoot/Start Date: October 2nd, 2013
Pay Rate: SAG Waiver
Location: Los Angeles, CA

You will not have to audition, just send headshots. This is based on looks only. It is an
experiment to get character based on looks rather than talent.

A boy/girl is on his/her way to a costume party in a luxurious hotel, get lost, and realizes
he/she might not be the only one lost in the hallways.

Character Descriptions-

[LEAD ACTOR] 20-25 and ethnicity should be caucasian. boy or girl, has to be good looking
and as if he or she is a college student.

[SUPPORTING ACTOR 1] 20-25 and ethnicity should be caucasian. boy or girl, has to be
good looking, and as if he or she is a college student.

[SUPPORTING ACTOR 2] 20-25 and ethnicity should be caucasian. boy, has to look as if he
is a college student.
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FRIENDS WITH BETTER LIVES, Episode
#107 "Yummy Mummy" (Re-releaseof Celia)
Episodic Executive Producers: Dana Klein, Aaron
CBS / 20th Century Fox Kaplan, David Hemingson
SAG-AFTRA (AFTRA terms) Director: Victor Gonzalez

Writer: Nastaran Dibai
Casting Director: Susie Farris
Casting Associate: Matt Kane
Start Date: 10/3-10/9
Location: Los Angeles

Please submit all ethnicities unless otherwise noted.

[CELIA] Female, 30s. An annoying Mom holding court in Andi's "Mommy & Me" group. CO-
STAR
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